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This user manual is copyrighted by RP Technology (hereinafter 
referred to as “Wellborne”). No company or person may extract or 
copy part or all of this user manual without written permission from 
RP Technology. Content should not be transmitted in any form, 
including materials and publications.

All rights reserved. RP Technology has the final right to interpret this 
user manual. The information in this manual is subject to change 
without notice.

WB Series Smart Single Phase AC Charger is a power device that 
uses professional and advanced technology to provide power to 
electric vehicles, it also has an ergonomic interface and versatile 
control, billing and communication functions. . The charger can be 
connected to a back office server to perform booking and payment 
functions via the Mobile phone application. Diverse communication 
options including wired Ethernet, WIFI, 4G are available for connec-
tion to the back office server.
We sincerely hope that this product can meet your needs and con-
tinuously improve the quality of our products.
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION PACKAGING LIST
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LOGO and logo backlight1.
2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

Waterproof cable gland for AC input

RFID reader
WIFI/4G Antenna Socket outlet (plug holder for cabled 

version)
Emergency stop button

Status indictor
Forced On/Off button

Waterproof cable gland for  
communication wires

LCD display
Mounting bracke

Side window and nameplate 

13.

14.

15.

Bornes d’entrée AC. La définition du 
terminal est N; O2L1; 3DL2; 3DL3

 PE Terminal 

terminal block for CT / meter wiring. 
The definition of the terminal is:
(11a +; D2la-; D3lb +; D4lb-; Q5le +; 
O6lc-; Q7A; D8B)

12345 Q6 is for CT connection
Q7 and 08 is the RS485 terminal for 
the connection of the meter.
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NOMNO. REMARQUESQTE
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4-7
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User manual

Quality certificate

Mounting bracket

Cable hook For cabled version

ST6.3X40 
Stainless steel hex-
head self-drilling 
screws

4 for socket version, 7 for 
cabled version(3 of the 7 
screws is for cable hook 
fixing)

12X46 
Plastic expansion 
plugs

4 for socket version, 7 for 
cabled version(3 of the 7 
plugs is for cable hook fixing)

User card RFID function will be equipped 
with user card
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6

7
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1. Mount on a wall 
 
2. Open the packaging, you’ll see a charge point, a mounting bracket, a user 
manual and a bag of mounting accessories. There is also an RFID card if the 
charge point is RFID version. For cabled version, a cable hooker is also included 
inside.

3. Remove the mounting bracket from the charge point, use it as a template to 
mark the position of the drill holes. Drill the holes and hammer the expansion 
bolts in the accessories bag into the holes. Then fix the mounting bracket onto 
the wall. 

4. Put the charge point onto the bracket, and fix it with the 2 screws at the bot-
tom of the charge point. The installation is done 

INSTALLATION AND WIRING

5. Crimp the below shown insulated ferrule or ring terminals on the 
end of the AC input wires. Connect the wires into the terminal block 
of the charpe point as below. Check the wiring and then close the 
RCBO in the side window. Close the side window with the cover, 
then the wrinp is done. 
 

1. Mount on a pole
 
2. Open the packaging of the pole, take out the pole and mounting 
accessories.  
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3. The pole must be installed on a hard surface, concrete surface is recommended, 
it can also be mounted on a solid ground. Drill hols according to the requirements 
marked on the illustration for fixing expansion bolts.

4,   Fix the pole onto the holes with expansion bolts. The input cables shall go into the pole 
from the bottom middle area and come out of it from the area below the cable hooker. 
Position the charge point onto the bracket and secure it on the bracket with the 2 screws. 

INSTALLATION AND WIRING
5. Fix the mounting bracket onto the pole. Position the charge point 
onto the bracket and secure it on the bracket with the 2 screws.

6. Crimp the below shown insulated ferrule or ring terminals on the 
end of the AC input wires. Connect the wires into the terminal block 
of the charge point as below. Check the wirinp and then close the 
RCBO in the side window. Close the side window with the cover, then 
the wring is done,
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After the installation and wiring is done, connect the Charger to a computer and 
configure parameters via the web browser of the computer, then the Charger can 
be ready for use

Set computer’s IP

1. The Charger’s default IP address is 192.168.1.5. To access the parameter set-
ting interface, you‘ll need to first set the computer‘s IP to 192.168. 1.x(x can be 
any value between 1 and 255 except for 5, e.g. 192.168.1.10). 
To set a static IP on your Windows computer:

Click Start Menu > C ontrol Panel > Network and Sharing Center. (For Windows 8 
and higher, search for and open C ontrol Panel and select Network and Internet). 

Click Change adapter settings

PARAMETER SETTING
2. Right-click on Local Area Connection and click on Properties.

3. Select Internet Protocol Version 4 (TCP/lPv4) and click on Proper-
ties.
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3. Select «Use the following IP address» and enter the IP address, Subnet Mask, 
Default Gateway. Click OK and close the Local Area Connection properties win-
dow.

2. Configure parameters

Connect the charger to a computer via a network cable. Open the web browser 
and type in http://192. 168.1.5:8080/ in the address field and click enter, then the 
parameter setting page of the charger will open up. 
Parameter setting can only be done via web browser on a computer. It is sug-
gested to use IE or Firefox, other browser might have compatibility problem.

PARAMETER SETTING

Overview of Parameter setting page

Enlarged view of parameter setting page_J

Enlarged view of parameter setting page_2



(5) Charger Subnet mask. The default value is 255.255.255.0. It is not suggested 
to change. If the subnet mask has been reset to other value and you have for-
gotten the new value, you can restore the charger to factory setting by long press 
the reset button.

(1) Firmware version of the Charger. This item cannot be modified here on the 
setting page.

(4) Charger gateway. The default value is 192.168. 1.1. It is not suggested to 
change. If the gateway has been reset to other value and you have forgotten the 
new value, you can restore the charger to factory setting by long press the reset 
button.

(6) MAC address. This is the MAC address used for LAN cable connection. If the 
charger is connected to back-office server via LAN cable and the router has MAC 
access control, then you can put this MAC in the router to allow the charger to 
access server

(2) Charger ID, this is the unique identification of the Charger. If the charger is to 
be connected to back-office server, this ID must be set as the serial number on 
the nameplate of the Charger. Otherwise the Charger cannot be registered on the 
server.

(7) Server URL is to set the domain name or IP address of the back office server 
to be connected. 
The domain name of server  IP address is “ws://47.254.157.66:80/ocpp/ws”. Au-
thentication Key and Heartbeat Interval is used for testing and no need to reset.

(3) Charger IP. The default IP is 192.168.1.5. It is not suggested to change the 
default IP. If you have changed the default IP and forgot the new IP, you can reset 
the charger to factory setting by long press the reset button(the reset button on 
control board, not the red emergency stop button) until the charger reboot. Then 
you can use the default 192.168.1.5 for access.
Please note: After restoring the charger to factory setting, you‘ll need to reset the 
charger ID(same as serial number can be found on the nameplate sticker) and 
server url, otherwise the charger won’t be connected to the back-office server.

FIG 5

FIG 1

FIG 4 

FIG 6

FIG 2

FIG 7

FIG3

PARAMETER SETTING
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(9) PIN of the charger used to verify the PIN of user card. To use a RFID 
card with the charger their PIN must be consistent. If the user card has a 
different PIN, then it cannot be used on this charger. The default PIN set-
ting of the charger is 242007.

(12) Time of the charger. Set according to the local time. After the charger 
is connected to back-office server, the time will be synchronized with the 
server‘s time. If the charger has no server connection, then you’ll have to 
reset the time every time you turn off and back on the charger.

(10) Peak time period. Set the time period of peak tarif.

(11) Off-peak time period. Set the time period of off-peak tarif.

(13) Language of LCD screen.

(8) Charging fee per unit of electricity.

FIG 8

FIG 9

FIG 10

FIG 11

FIG 13

(14) Charger DNS setting, this only needs setting when the charger is to connect 
to server via LAN cable.

(15) Set the max output of the charger.

(16) Charging mode setting. 1: APP/RFID mode; 2: RFID mode; 3: Plug&C harge 
mode.

(17) (18) WiFi SSID(wireless network name) and WiFi Key(WiFi password) is used 
for WiFi connection.

(19) (20) Set peak tariff and off-peak tariff.

FIG 14

FIG 15

FIG 16

FIG 17 et 18

FIG 19 et 20
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21) (32) (22) Max power import to the property, Power sampling de-
vice selection, meter value collection interval. These 3 parameters are 
used for power management setting.

 (23) Over temperature protection value, not suggested to change.

(24)  Charging-allowed time. Charging can only start within this time 
period. This is used for off-peak charging setting.
If you want to charge out of this period, just press the forced on/off 
button at the side of the charger.

(25) DC residual current sampling value calibration. Enter 0 and press 
”Set and Reboot” to calibrate the DC RCD ring.

(26) (34)  Bluetooth setting. Only needs setting when the charger is 
equipped with Bluetooth.

FIG 21 - 32 - 22

FIG 23

FIG 24

FIG 25

FIG 24 et 34

(27) (28) (35) ) 4G connection setting.

(31) This is for communication testing, no need to reset.

(33) DC residual current real-time detection  value

(36) Press this button for the parameter change to take effect.

(37)  This is used to upgrade firmware.

FIG 27 - 28 - 35

FIG 31

FIG 33

FIG 36

FIG 37 
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APP/RFID mode: 

Initiate or cease charging by scanning QR code using APP or by swiping 
RFID card. You can also use APP for reservation and payment provided 
that the back-office server supports such functions.

If you are using the ProjectEVA APP, Charging can be started/stopped by 
pressing the ON/OFF button on the APP.

APP/RFID mode operation process flow

Charging mode and Operation

Operation instruction and LCD description

RFlDmode: 
Charging can only be initiated orceased by swiping RFID card.

Plug&Charge: 
Charging will start automatically after EV plugged in.If you want to stop the char-
ging,just press the forced on/off button on the side of the ch arger,
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Interface of standby status. Charging 
mode is displayed at the bottom centre 
of the screen.

Interface of user card information Dis-
played for user to check card ID and ba-
lance when swiping RFID card while EV 
is not connected

Interface of charging status. Displayed 
when the charging is being carried out. 
There is charging time, consumed elec-
tricity, charging cost on it, as well as real-
time charging voltage and charging cur-
rent.

Interface of charging complete. Dis-
played when the EV stops charging, or 
forced on/off button is pressed on char-
ger side.

Interface of billing. 
After scanning QR code or swiping RFID 
card for billing, this interface will open 
up to display user ID/charging time/
cost/balance, etc.This interface will also 
come out when you stop charging on the 
WELLBORNE APP or wh you 
press the forced on/off button or unplug 
the gun at 
Plug&Charge mode.

Interface of fault status. Displayed with 
fault code and fault description when 
fault occurs.

Interface of reserved status. If the 
back-office server and APP support re-
servation function and the charger is 
reserved, this interface will come out 
showing user ID and remaining time to 
reserved time.
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There are 2 ways to update firmware for EV charger 
1. Update by SD card
2. Update on parameter setting page

Update by SD card
 
1. The firmware file must be named as “App.bin».
Prepare a microSD card with capacity not greater than 4G. Format 
the SD card using FAT32.

2. In the root directory of the SD card, rename the firmware file as «App.bin». 
And create a txt file with name of «UpIoadConfig.txt».

Firmware update

4. Insert the SD card into the charger turn off and back on the charger the update 
will start automatically. The indicator will first flash red and then flash green with a 
long beep as the end of the update(sometimes the beep sound may not be clearly 
heard). After the update is done, turn off the charger and remove the SD card.

3. Open the txt file, write “state=1 ” in it and save the file.

Micro SD slot of 22kW charger
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5. Check the current FW version on LCD or the parameter setting 
page. To check FW version on the paramete setting page 
Connect the charger to computer via a network cable, the computer‘s 
IP must be within the 192.168. 1.x segment(x is any value between 1 
and 255 except 5).Open the web browser type in the charger’s default 
IP of “http://192.168.1.5:8080» and click enter then you can check 
the firmware version on the appeared parameter setting page.

Update on parameter setting page

Using this method for update doesn’t require any specific name for 
the firmware file. 

1. Connect the charger to a computer with IP address set as 
192.168.1.x(x can be any value between 1 and 255 except 5) via a 
network cable. Open web browser and type in the charger’s default IP 
address—http://192.168.1.5:8080, click enter then you‘ll get into the 
parameter setting page.

1. Faites défiler jusqu’au champ ci-dessous.

2. Click  the   “NJ’’  button and select the firmware file. Click ”Upload», then up-
date will start automatically.

Pendant la mise à jour, l’indicateur LED se comportera comme ci-dessous, Cli-
gnote d’abord en rouge et s’éteint avec un bip court, pendant cette période, le 
fichier du firmware est transmis à la mémoire flash du chargeur depuis l’ordi-
nateur. Puis clignote à nouveau en rouge pendant quelques secondes et passe 
rapidement au voyant vert clignotant. Pendant cette période, le chargeur met à 
jour le micrologiciel de son microcontrôleur. Lorsque le feu vert s’éteint, un long 
bip retentit. Cela signifie que le firmware est mis à jour avec succès.
Le bip sonore peut ne pas être audible avec le capot avant fixé sur le chargeur. Si 
la mise à jour ne démarre pas après avoir cliqué sur «Télécharger», désactivez et 
réactivez la charge pour réessayer. 
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3. Vous pourriez voir le contenu ci-dessous. Si le chargeur redémarre 
déjà avec succès après la mise à jour du micrologiciel, fermez le na-
vigateur et ouvrez-le à nouveau pour vérifier la version actuelle du 
micrologiciel.

Troubleshoot by LED behavior or LCD display 
I
f fault occurs, users can check the fault information on the LCD or by the num-
ber of blinks of the LED indicator light. Each fault is indicated with a sequence 
of different numbers of LCD blinking. A pause of 3 seconds between each se-
quence indicates the beginning or end of a sequence. If multiple faults happen 
at the same time, each sequence of blinking shows in chronological order at an 
interval of 3 seconds

Please see the table below for detail information

TROUBLESHOOTING
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Firmware update fails

1. Firmware update failure with SD card :

2. Check if the capacity is over 4G bytes,pIease use a SD card of less 
than 4G to retry; 

3. Check if the SD card is formatted with FAT32; 

4. Check if the firmware file is renamed as App.bin; 

5. Check if you have filled in “state=1” in the UpIoadConfig.txt file.

6. Firmware update failure with laptop:
Please try with IE browser. Or reboot the laptop to retry.

WiFi connection and application issue

Please check and input the correct WiFi SSID and password to retry;

If you check the WiFi setting on the APP, please turn off and back on 
the charger and
connect your mobile to the WiFi emitted by the charger for checking 
and setting.

Check WiFi signal strength;
Signal strength on PC:

Signal strength on mobile:

TROUBLESHOOTING
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2. Check if there is access control in the router e.g. MAC filtering, port 
blocking, etc. To verify this, you can use your mobile phone to create 
a hotspot and try to connect the charger to this mobile hotspot. If 
charger can connect to the hotspot, but cannot connect to the router 
there must be access control in the router please check with the site 
owner for this. Check if charger is connected on Device list of the 
hotspot setting page

Some routers have 2 WiFi, one is 2.4GHz, the other is 5GHz. Most homes just 
use the 5GHz WiFi as their default WiFi. But the charger can only connect to the 
2.4GHz WiFi. So if the charger can connect to your mobile phone hotspot, but 
cannot connect to the home WiFi. Please check with the home owner or check on 
their router to see if you are using the 5GHz WiFi. Please do use the 2.4GHz WiFi 
for charger connection.

Check if the charger is still connected to the computer. Please unplug it from 
computer otherwise the charger won’t connect to the back-office server. 

Check if server address is correct in the”Server URL» field. The correct setting is:
ws: //47.254.157.66: 80 / ocpp / ws

TROUBLESHOOTING
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(3). Right-click on Local Area Connection and click on Properties.

Cannot accessparameter setting page

a. Check if you have connected the charger to your computer,

b. Check if you have change the computer’s IP to 192.168.1.x(x can 
be any value between 1 and 255 except 5).
To set a static IP on your Windows computer:

(1). Click Start Menu>ControI PaneI>Network and Sharing Center. 
(For Windows 8 and higher, search for and open C ontrol Panel and 
select Network and Internet).

(2). Click Change adapter settings.

(4) Select Internet Protocol Version 4 (TCP/IPv4) and click on Properties.

(5). Select «Use the following IP address» and enter the IP address, Subnet 
Mask, Default Gateway. Click OK and close the Local Area Connection pro-
perties window.

TROUBLESHOOTING
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c. Check what web browser is beinp used, it‘s suggested to use Fire-
fox or IE, Chrome cannot be used to update firmware.

d. Check if you have input the complete content, which is 
http://192.168.1.5:8080, in the address field, do not leave out the 
http:// or the“:8080».

e. Sometimes you may need to restart the charger to access its pa-
rameter setting page.

f. If you have changed the charger’s IP to other value and cdnnot re-
member, you can restore the charger to factory setting by long press 
the reset button. Then you can access it using http://192. 168.1.5:808

Charging issue 

If charging cannot start after the car is plugged in,

a. Check if the red emergency stop button is pressed.

b. Check what charge mode is being used APP/RFID: Charge can only be 
started/stopped by APP or RFID card, and the charger must be connected to 
the back office server already; 

RFID: Charge can only be started/stopped by RFID card; 
Plug&Charge: Charge will start automatically when car is plugged in.

Please note: After restoring the charger to factory setting, you‘ll need to reset 
the charger ID and server url, otherwise the charger won’t be connected to the 
back-office server.

Reset button

TROUBLESHOOTING
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c. Check if off-peak charging is set and if charger’s time is correct.
If off-peak charging is set, charge can only start within the charging 
allowed time period.

The charge point can work with grid-tied solar system, to detect and use the resi-
dual solar power to charge your car that otherwise would be fed back to grid. This 
can help increase the self-usage rate of the solar system and reduce electricity 
bill for the household. The charge point supports 2 charge modes with grid-tied 
PV system: FAST and ECO.

Introduction to the 2 modes for solar charge

FAST Mode: Charge at the rated power the car can be fully charged in the shortest 
time at this mode.

ECO Mode : solar function set the power p range . Pe stands for rated power, P1 
stands for Power Transferred to Power Grid by Photovoltaic.

1. The power of three-phase charger belongs to(5.3kW-Pe).
2. The powerofsingIe-phasechargerbelongsto(1.8kW-Pe).

The condition of changing duty cycle of charger . P2

3. The power of three-phase charger P2=1 OOOW
4. The power of single-phase charger P2=500W 

Operation mode

When Initial charg ing,Permissible output power of charger p3(P3=P)

If P1 < P2,Permissible output power of charger P3.(Pe^P3 > P)

IF P1 > P2,C harger will Increase Permissible Output Power,When detected
during this process P1 P2or P3=Pe. Charger will stop increasing allowable
output power,now the allowable output powe of charger P3.(Pe^ P3 ^P)

Wiring
To monitor the real-time power import and export, a CT or meter is needed for this 
function to work properly.
If CT is used, the wiring will be as below.

Use solar power to charge your car
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If meter is used, please wire it as below

Parameter configuration for this function

(1) Connect the charge point to a laptop with a network cable, access 
the parameter setting page on the web browser of the laptop.

(2) Scroll down to find the following parameters: Solar Mode, FAST 
or ECO.

Select CT or meter as sampling device of this solar charge function. 
Scroll down to find the option: External Power Sampling Wiring (0:In-
ner CT 1 :PowerMeter). If CT is used, please set it to 0; if meter will be 
used, please set it to 1.

If you choose the PowerMeter.PIesae change PowerMeter Addr to 
the address shown

Use solar power to charge your car
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introduction

The charge point can monitor the total power consumption of the 
household during charging. If the power consumption approaches 
the preset max value, the charge point will reduce charge power to 
avoid the situation of main breaker trip due to overload. It will adjust
the charging power dynamically and in real-time thus the car can 
always be charged with the maximum allowable power.

Similar with the solar charge function, a CT or meter is needed to de-
tect the power import. If a CT is used, please wire it as below,

If a meter is used, the wiring will be as the following

Intelligent power modulation

Parameter configuration for this function

(1) Connect the charge point to a laptop with a network cable, access the pa-
rameter setting page on the web browser of the laptop.

(2) Scroll down to find the following parameter: Power Distribution Enable(0:Di-
sable,1 :EnabIe) and set it to 1 to activate the power modulation function.

(3) Select the power sampling device in the parameter field: External power sam-
pling wiring (0: Internal CT 1: PowerMeter). 0 means CT while 1 means meter.
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(4) Set the maximum power import value in the External maximum 
power (kW) field. To avoid unwanted tripping of the main circuit 
breaker, it is suggested to set this parameter slightly lower than the 
maximum power supply of the property, eg. the maximum input 
power is 15 kW, you can set the maximum power import to 13 kW 
or 14 kW.

If you choose the PowerMeter, please change the address of 
the PowerMeter to the address shown on the meter.

SPECIFICATIONS
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Electrical diagram
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